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”Una” is an Icelandic girls’ name. It is derived from the Old West Norse verb una”to enjoy, be happy with, 
be content.” In Old Danish it has the meaning ”to be satisfied, to be happy.” In Iceland it is associated with 
”friend.” 

Una is the official magazine of Veraldarvinir / Worldwide Friends Iceland (WF), a non-profit, non-governmental 
organization that promotes environmental awareness, peace and cultural understanding. Founded in 2001, 
it organizes international work camps in which volunteers from all around the world meet to work together 
in different kinds of environmental, artistic and educational projects. In 2009, Worldwide Friends received 
over 1000 volunteers and also worked as a sending organization for Icelanders wanting to take part in similar 
activities abroad.
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NINa Was a WOrlDWIDe 
FrIeND caMp leaDer IN 
IcelaND IN sUMMer, 2009. IN 
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IN these brIght reD, OrIeNtal 
Dresses.
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It is an honour to present to you the first 
Worldwide Friends’ magazine, Una. Una has been 
created by the volunteers of WF / Veraldarvinir. 
Thanks to their enthusiasm and hard work an 
idea which once was a dream has now become 
reality. 

In this very first issue of Una you will meet 
volunteers who worked at the Iceland Airwaves 
music festival, as well as an “Íslending” who went 
abroad. You will also find information about the 
current situation of the Clean Up The Coastline 
project, which is one of our biggest environmental 
projects, and be introduced to Hverfisgata 88, the 
home of the organization. I do hope you enjoy the 
reading and that you will be well informed on how 
to take part in our projects in Iceland and all the 
projects we can offer you worldwide. 

I would like to give very special thanks to Taru 
for her time and effort on Una. Without her you 
would not be reading this, TAKK Taru! I also 
want to thank Enrique, Matevz and Alisa for their 
beautiful photos which really light up Una and 
bring us closer to the world of the volunteers. A 
big thank you to Þórarinn “Tóti” Ívarsson, the 
president of the organization. It is with him where 
all the adventures begin and without him an 
organisation like Veraldarvinir would not exist 
in Iceland. Last but not least I send out thanks, 
hugs and warm thoughts to all the volunteers who 
came to Iceland to participate in our projects and 
shared their culture and kindness with everyone 
here at Worldwide Friends.

Koma svo! Vertu Veraldarvinur!

Íris Þórarinsdóttir
Managing Director / Framkvæmdastjóri 
Worldwide Friends / Veraldarvina
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On-arrival training
a new generation of camp leaders arrived 
to Iceland during the spring. their 2-week 
training camp took place in the steamy town 
of hveragerði in May. 

New accommodation 
and organization center
at the beginning of june, WF got a new base 
at the heart of 101 reykjavik. a group of 
around 20 volunteers cleaned, fixed, painted 
and repaired until the place was ready to 
welcome the thousand volunteers of the 
summer. read more about hverfisgata 88 on 
page x!

Dalai Lama in Iceland
his holiness the Dalai lama visited Iceland in 
june. a large group of WF volunteers helped 
out with the preparation of his public talk 
and got a chance to listen to his memorable 
speech about compassion, values and 
happiness. 

EyesLand and Neskaupstaður in Focus
altogether 30 volunteers took part in two 
photography work camps led by professional 
photographer enrique pacheco. a collection 
of their best work was seen in two exhibitions: 
one in reykjavík and another one in 
Neskaupstaður. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 2009
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Festivals from A to Z
During the year, WF volunteers took part 
in organizing and executing several major 
happenings all around Iceland, including 
the Viking Festival in hafnarfjördur, Við 
Djúpið music festival in Ísafjörður, eistnaflug 
heavy rock festival in Neskaupstaður, lunga 
art festival in seyðisfjörður and reykjavík 
International Film Festival and Iceland 
airwaves music festival in the capital. turn to 
page x to read more about our volunteers at 
Iceland airwaves! 

New director
27-year old teacher and an active member 
of the Worldwide Friends for years, Íris 
Þórarinsdóttir replaced Þórarinn “toti” Ivarsson 
as the director of WF Iceland in august. From 
then on she has managed the organization 
while toti has concentrated on developing 
new kinds of projects and activities. 

Reykjavík Culture Night
Worldwide Friends celebrated the most 
popular event in town by opening its doors to 
visitors and offering them international food, 
music and dance performances, including a 
drum parade across 101 reykjavík. 

Garbage art exhibition
the result of environmental education in 
schools, garbage art made by kids was 
displayed at an exhibition at the bsÍ bus 
station in reykjavík. the visitors to the 
exhibition could vote for their favorites in the 
annual WF photo competition, the nominees 
of which were also put on display. 

Annual photo contest
the annual photo competition was held this 
year in two categories: Nuria Doya peroy won 
the work camp category with her picture 
“Window” and Valerie haas the clean Up the 
coastline -category with “beach litter survey”. 
the winners will receive a 250-euro payment 
for a flight to Iceland plus a chance to take 
part in a WF work camp next year. 

101 work camps
Worldwide Friends organized a record-
breaking 101 work camps last year. Over 
a thousand volunteers took part in these 
camps around the island: planting trees 
in sólheimar, maintaining hiking paths in 
Drangsnes, cleaning up the coastline in the 
east Fjords and preparing a music festival in 
Vestmannaeyar, just to give a few examples. 
Worldwide Friends would like to thank all the 
volunteers and partners for the 2009 season 
– see you again this year!

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 2009
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This is how we live: 

Hverfisgata 88
hverfisgata 88 has quickly become the center 
of all WF activities. after being acquired and 
restored in May, 2009, practically all of the 
summer’s 1000 volunteers have stepped on 
its premises. the complex, which is known by 
the streetname, consists of three houses: the 
white, the blue and the yellow ones.

the heart of hverfisgata 88 is the white 
house that works as a hostel for incoming 
volunteers and ones that are waiting for their 
flights back home. Downstairs in the house 
there is a big common room with wireless 
internet connection, an office, a kitchen 
where volunteers cook together, and a dining 
room with a long table, by which this multi-
cultural cuisine is shared and enjoyed in good 
company. Upstairs is reserved for sleeping 
– there you can find around 30 mattresses for 
people to rest on.

the blue and the yellow houses are 
mainly used by the participants of 
reykjavik based work camps. all of 
this is connected by a green area that 
has been transformed  into its current, 
colorful state by several green army -
camps throughout the summer, 2009.
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This is how we live: 
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Volunteering means solidarity, altruism and active 
participation. These three main pillars of human values 
are shared continually in the Veraldarvinir house. No one 
is better than anyone else and we are all special. 

If there is something that I would like to acknowledge, it 
is the energy that the people bring into the house. It is 
astonishing how people come to Iceland with their hearts 
open to share and learn from each other. Nothing in the 
world can be compared to this. 

We know the big movement for war that exists in the world today, but we also know that 
there is a movement for peace and mutual understanding. By sharing music, dances, food, 
beds and each other’s life stories, we build a world in which to share doesn’t mean to spend 
money, where cultural differences mean enrichment and not disagreement or war. 

Youth power is the best tool to combat racism, egoism and all the bad energy found in the 
world. It is our world and the stability of the environment, of the people and of course of our 
own lives, depends on us. Life is much richer than money or possessions, life means love and 
joy. Without love and joy we are lost in a kind of a materialistic dream and I’m sure that it is 
not what life is meant for. 

If you are thinking of joining us, be ready for being loved, be ready to learn and share with the 
others. We are all waiting for you with our hearts wide open, because we know that you are 
great and that you are looking for a better change. 

Voluntarily yours,

Antonio Perez
Caretaker of the WF hostel on Hverfisgata 88

New office 
the noisy office at hverfisgata has moved. WF 
acquired a new office on skúlagata 26, only 
200 meters from the old office. this recently 
renovated working space with a roof terrace 
will host at least three placement officers, one 
clean Up the coastline officer and other WF 
staff the coming summer. 

New cultural center
a long desired working space will also open 
its doors next summer. the former hell’s 
angels headquarters on hverfisgata 61 is 
being renovated, and will provide a space for 
workshops, crafts, music and exhibitions.

news!
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the clean up the coastline project has now 
covered half of the Icelandic shore in its clean 
up mission. On their way the volunteers have 
found some big junk that is to be removed in 
the near future. 

the marine area around Iceland is regarded as 
one of the cleanest of the world. Nevertheless,  
marine litter such as organic pollutants, 

heavy metals and hydrocarbons costantly 
contaminate the Icelandic coastline. Furious 
winds from the atlantic push fishing nets, 
ropes and even ship wrecks to the shore. 
clean up the coastline (cUc) is an ambitious 
project by the Worldwide Friends to clean up 
the whole coastline of Iceland and to keep it 
clean. 

they found
some big junk!

The Clean up the Coastline project:
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the clean up the coastline -project is linked 
to clean up the World, global, community 
based environmental initiative that enpowers 
individuals and organisations to take part 
in clean up activities. the project has been 
running for 15 years and is partnered with 
the United Nations environment programme 
(UNep). In Iceland, the cUc project was 
launched in 2006. 

Northern trash magnets
so far, the clean up the coastline project in 
Iceland has been able to collect waste from 
2580 kilometers of shore. It is estimated that 
in four years it has covered all of the 4950 
kilometers of Icelandic coastline. 

some of the beaches in Iceland are like trash 
magnets. the strong currents in the north 
coast bring about drift wood, fishing waste 
and big, metal junk which is impossible to 
remove by hand. 
– We have made a google map with our 
annotations of the big trash that we found. In 
the coming years we will organize large scale 
clean up operations to remove this trash with 
appropriate equipment, says tomi tuovinen, 
the clean up the coastline officer for 2009.
– We also raise awareness of the issue among 
Icelanders. It is expected that the coast first 
gets clean but then the people forget about 
it. With our actions we try to prevent this cycle 
from happening.

”They are not sitting 
satisfied with it”
the project consists of four main actions: 
environmental education in schools, beach 
pollution surveys, manual cleaning up of the 
coastline, and the Iceland on the move! camp, 
which tours around Iceland and marks down 
found trash. evgenia kostianaia, a 23-year old 

assistant manager from russia, took part in 
a two-week Iceland on the move! camp last 
summer. 
– the experience was more than perfect! We 
saw breathtaking scenery, did important work 
and got to know Iceland and Icelanders, she 
rejoices.
– I know that Iceland has one of the cleanest 
coastlines in the world, with only 1 plastic 
bottle per 500 metres of coastline, but I’m 
happy to see that they are not sitting satisfied 
with it. they know that there is still work to 
be done, and they do it, she continues with 
admiration. 

Weed by weed
the biggest piece of junk that evgenia’s camp 
was able to locate was a big, rusty boat near 
brekka in the east Fjords. 
– It was just standing at the water edge as if it 
was ready to sail off. It was covered with holes 
and rust but there was an air of history in it, 
you know, the history of Iceland, she says.

In the future the clean up the coastline 
project will remove this wreck unless the 
locals want to save it for its historical value. 
Nevertheless, the Worldwide Friends will keep 
on cleaning up the coastline, weed by weed, 
bottle by bottle, ship wreck by ship wreck, 
until it is free of waste. When the work is done, 
the organization will help to keep it clean. 
– We have been going for instance to this 
beach in langanes for six years now, says 
thórarinn Ivarsson of the Worldwide Friends, 
who is in charge of the project.
– Our work is a priceless contribution to the 
unique environment in Iceland and hopefully 
we will be able to host even more volunteers 
within the project in the coming years, he 
concludes. 
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Greener,

fresher, 
Hveragerði!

the greenhouses of a health clinic in the town of hveragerði, near reykjavík, provide work for 
tens of volunteers every summer. led by gardener jónas (who???), the volunteers take care of 
a variety of fresh, organic vegetables that are to be sent to the clinic’s kitchen. the health and 
environment camps run throughout the year 2010 – take a look at the kind of work that is done 
by following the participants of WF98 in 2009.
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MateVž kOtNIk: ”It alMOst Feels lIke 
grabbINg the sUN by the balls. MIghty 
eNjOyable I WOUlD IMagINe, jUDgINg by 
the Face. It Is IN sMall tasks that We FIND 
happINess.”

”the rOaD tO the kINgDOM OF greeN.” the greeNhOUses are lOcateD FIVe 
MINUtes FrOM the accOMMODatION, by a rIVer, UNDer the prOtectION OF 
sUrrOUNDINg, rObUst hIlls. ”eVery Day, takINg the saMe rOUte gIVes a 
persON a seNse OF pUrpOse, belONgINg, aND sWeet cOMFOrt”, says MateVž 
kOtNIk, the phOtOgrapher.
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”learN FrOM the best. NOthINg lIke 
a Fresh cUcUMber IN the MIDDle 
OF the WINter. besIDes Other Fresh 
Vegetables OF cOUrse.” -  MateVž 
kOtNIk

a tea break WIth jóNases hOMeMaDe 
tea that cONtaINs a selectION 

OF FlOWers, bIrch leaVes aND 
pepperMINt IN a healthy, tasty MIx.

a relaxINg bath IN the clINIc’s OUtDOOr hOt tUb tO 
FINIsh the Day.

jóNas, a lOcal 
hOst FOr WF 
prOjects IN 

hVeragerðI.
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somebody sometime asked how it is possible 
that in a country of 300 000 inhabitants there 
are a million good bands. Iceland indeed is a 
very musical country. Maybe it was the legacy 
of gusgus, sigur rós and björk that drew 
again tens of international volunteers to assist 
in a local music festival. 

Iceland airwaves, as it is known, has been 
running for ten years already. It showcases 
music from home and abroad: in 2009 names 
like FM belfast, hjaltalín, jeff Who? and kings 
of convenience. Worldwide Friends was 
invited to help out for the second time in a 
row. 

- the co-operation went so well last year that 
we decided to contact WF again this year, 
both for this and the organisation of the 
Dalai lama speech, says bjarni knutsson, the 
security coordinator at airwaves.

the volunteers’ task was to help bjarni where 
ever he needed them, whether it meant 

guarding the instruments, checking the 
visitors’ passes or supporting the bouncers at 
the venues.  

- Of course the volunteers were as different 
as they were many, so we tried to put them 
all in places where they would feel good and 
secure, tells bjarni.

Swanky surprise gigs
One of the volunteers this year was Natxo 
Medina from barcelona, spain. the 24-year 
old, who works for a music website, had been 
planning his coming for months and took his 
holidays for the exact days of the festival. 

- It’s my second time in Iceland and I love the 
country, the culture and, well, the weather 
is not not so nice but it’s ok, lists the blonde 
spaniard. - I’m the only one in the family who 
looks like a viking so maybe it’s some kind of 
a genetic thing, he explains his interest in the 
isolated North atlantic country.



Natxo’s best experience at the festival was 
when the kings of convenience showed up 
for a random jam session in a bar on the main 
street. 

We were just about to leave when they came 
in and started playing. everybody went crazy, 
he describes the lucky coincidence. - It was 
awesome!

The second life of a biker
jesse baerenrodt-hayspell, 23, from 
pennsylvania, Usa, had been biking around 
Iceland in late september when he got 
cold and decided to hitchhike back to the 
capital. there he found out about volunteer 
opportunities at the airwaves festival, and 
in a matter of days, this post-graduate 
student in mathematics and physics had 
turned into a full time carekeeper of the WF 
house and a leader of the festival camp. 

together with two other leaders, jesse 
took care of the group of 29 volunteers 
and made sure they were where they were 
supposed to be. 

- the stress that I would imagine normally 
go through someone who is responsible for 

such a big group was relatively non-existent. 
I found myself actually twirling my thumbs a 
couple of days because I was kind of prepared 
to run around and fix problems, but no, didn’t 
happen, he laughs.

One their free time, the volunteers had a 
chance to see as many bands as they wanted. 
they also worked together to organize their 
own trip to the golden circle. If, and when, 
Iceland airwaves is organized again in 2010, 
Worldwide Friends will most likely be there 
helping out. 

- I have no reason to believe otherwise, says 
bjarni knutsson and continues: - thank you for 
the cooperation and see you next year! 
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hildur, 20, took a leap of faith when 
deciding to go to south korea as a 
volunteer last summer. her faith was 
immediately put to test when she found 
herself at the seoul airport after a 12-hour 
flight, exhausted, just to realize that there was 
nobody waiting for her. 

luckily, this was when she got her first touch 
of the helpful nature of the koreans: a lady at 
a mobile phone rental shop called, with her 
own money, to hildur’s mum in Iceland, who 
then called tóti from the WF, who reached 
the receiving organization and made them 
pick her up. It was a challenging start to what 
would become the adventure of her lifetime. 

- Is prONOUNceD “aN NyeONg” aND 
MeaNs ‘hI!’ IN kOreaN. It Is alsO ONe 
OF the expressIONs that IcelaNDer 
hIlDUr Ýrr aðalgeIrsDóttIr 
learNeD Well DUrINg a sUMMer 
IN sOUth kOrea.

“Rrrrriver”
having toured all around europe and the 
Us, hildur thought it would be the time to 
do something completely different. coming 
from a good family, she considered herself 
fortunate and wanted to give 
back. that is why she chose to 
volunteer in asia. 
– kids here in Iceland have 
it really good. I think a lot 
of people would need an 
opportunity like this, to see 
the world outside the bubble 
that is europe.

hildur stayed in 
korea for three 
months. 

During 
that time she 

taught english 
to school kids, trying 
to make them say ‘river’ 
instead of ‘liver’. the 
work was challenging 
but rewarding. If she 
could, she would do it again 
any time. 

안녕!
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The rarity of Western tablewear 
life in korea is not the same as in Iceland. 
people are more polite, the kids even used 
to bow at hildur after saying good morning. 
Food is eaten with chopsticks – western 
tableware is a rarity. 
– I even took photos of knives and forks when 
I saw them at a restaurant, she laughs.

coming back to Iceland, hildur noticed some 
changes in herself. One was that she didn’t 
need as many things as before. 
– I used to do my hair a lot, but now I 
just leave it the way it is. I don’t buy such 
expensive clothes anymore and I try to walk 

instead of driving my car. the experience 
made me realize how well off we are 

here.

“Go for it!”
after listening to 

hildur’s stories 
about korea, 

many of her 
friends have 
also started 
planning to 
volunteer 
somewhere 

in the world. 
For the ones that 

are still hesitating, 
hildur would like to                

         say “go for it!” she has              
                   one piece of advice,    
                                       though:
- When you’re there, close the computer! I 
closed mine for two weeks and that’s when I 
started meeting people and enjoying my time 
there. It’s a once in a lifetime experience – you 
don’t get to do it every day!

Are you Icelandic and 
interested in volunteering 
abroad? WF Iceland sends 
Icelanders overseas for projects 
lasting from two weeks up to 
six months. Take a look at your 
options at www.veraldarvinir.is 
under ”workcamps abroad.” 

Foreigner and wanting to 
come to Iceland? Worldwide 
Friends workcamps mostly 
take place during the summer. 
You can find available camps 
in an international web search 
engine for instance at http://
www.wf.is/?p=3. You can also 
apply to come as a long-term 
volunteer for up to six months. 

A new work camp in mind?

Do you think that you could use 
WF volunteers’ help with some 
project of yours in Iceland? 
Contact the WF office with your 
suggestion by email: wf@wf.is or 
by phone: +354 55 25 214.

How to contribute otherwise?

WF Iceland is always looking for 
household equipment for our 
volunteers to use. If you have 
old but running electronics 
laying around, why not pass 
it forward! We are especially 
looking for washing machines, 
dryers, microwave ovens, 
toasters and such. Contact us 
by email or phone and we’ll talk 
more!

get 
involved!
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